Nixalite® of America Inc introduces BOUNDARY Deer and Perimeter Fencing. All BOUNDARY fence products are Made in the USA from durable, UV resistant black polypropylene. Fence sizes range from 4 to 15 feet high and from 100 to 330 feet long. The Lightweight fence is often used for seasonal protection where deer traffic is light to moderate. Heavier construction fence is often used for year-round enclosures where deer traffic is moderate to heavy and the pressure is consistent throughout the year. All BOUNDARY fence products can be used as perimeter and enclosure fencing. Use it to define property lines, enclose gardens, protect poultry, slow the effects of erosion, etc.

**Lightweight Deer Fence & Fence Kit**
A lightweight, small mesh (3/4”x 5/8”) fence that is economical and versatile. Designed for use where deer traffic is light and seasonal (not for year-round use).

The **Lightweight Deer Fence Kit** adds 10' - 8' telescoping poles, 50 self-locking fence ties and 20 sod staples to a single 7'x100' section of Lightweight Deer Fence. Designed for use where deer traffic is light and seasonal.

**Applications and Details**
Use where deer traffic is light and seasonal. Store during off-season months. Use to protect or enclose areas up to 625 ft² such as gardens, landscaping, ponds, plants, etc.

**Item #**  **Description**
DF 2A040006 .. 7’x100’ Lightweight Deer Fence
DF 2A130002 .. Lightweight Deer Fence Kit
Contact Nixalite for prices and freight cost

**Standard Deer & Perimeter Fence**
Standard weight fence mixes a tough strand with a larger mesh (1-3/4”x2”) to make a tough yet discreet fence. For use as a seasonal **Deer Fence**, use the 7.5’ fencing where deer traffic is light to moderate. Store fence in off-season months.

For use as a **Perimeter Fence**, use the 4 or 6 foot high fence sizes. These are not high enough to deter deer. Ideal for temporary perimeter or property fences.

**Deer & Perimeter Fence Details**
All Standard Fence has 1-3/4”x2” mesh.

**Item #**  **Description**
DF 1A110457 ........ 4’x100’ Standard Fence
DF 1A120242 ....... 4’x330’ Standard Fence
DF 1A120243 ........ 6’x100’ Standard Fence
DF 1A120244 ........ 6’x330’ Standard Fence
DF 1A120245 ....... 7.5’x100’ Standard Fence
DF 1A120246 ........ 7.5’x330’ Standard Fence
Contact Nixalite for prices and freight cost

**XTRA Tall Deer & Perimeter Fence**
The XTRA Tall Deer Fence uses a lighter strand with the 1-3/4”x2” mesh size, but extends the height to your choice of 10’ or 15’. As a seasonal **Deer Fence**, use where deer traffic is light to moderate. Store indoors for off-season months.

Both the 10’ and 15’ high fences can be used as perimeter or enclosure fence as well. **NOTE:** you will have to provide your own longer posts to install the XTRA Tall.

**Applications and Details**
Use to stop deer from jumping fence in a down-slope application where deer may be up-hill from the fence line. Can serve as extra high perimeter fence or enclosure.

**Item #**  **Description**
DF 6008409 ........ 10’x330’ Extra Tall Std Fence
DF 6009409 ........ 15’x330’ Extra Tall Std Fence
Contact Nixalite for prices and freight cost

If you have any questions or need more information on our BOUNDARY Deer & Perimeter Fence Products, Contact Nixalite at 800.624.1189 or go to www.nixalite.com
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XTRA Strength Deer/Perimeter Fence
Robust strands and a 1-3/4"x2" mesh size make for a long lasting and versatile fence. For Deer Fence applications, use the 7.5' high fence sections. Use where deer traffic is moderate to heavy and consistent year round. Can be stored in off-season. For use as a Perimeter Fence, use the 5' high fence sizes. This size is not high enough to deter deer but is ideal for perimeter or property fences.

XTRA Strength Fence Details
XTRA Strength Fence has 1-3/4"x2" mesh.

Item #  Description
DF 1A120386 ......... 7.5’x100’ Extra Strength
DF 1A120229 ........ 7.5’x164’ Extra Strength
DF 1A120390 ........ 7.5’x330’ Extra Strength
DF 1A120388 .......... 5’x100’ Extra Strength
DF 1A120389 .......... 5’x200’ Extra Strength
Contact Nixalite for prices and freight cost

MAX Strength Deer Fence
Max weight HD Deer & Perimeter fence uses a 1-3/4"x2" mesh and heavy construction for a durable and long lasting fence. For Deer Fence applications, use the 8’ fence. Use where deer traffic is heavy and consistent year round.

For use as a Perimeter Fence, use the 5’ foot high fence size. While not high enough to deter deer, it is ideal for HD perimeter and property fence.

MAX Strength Fence Details
Max Strength Fence has 1-3/4"x2" mesh. Use for long term Deer Fence or Perimeter Fence applications. May require heavier support posts and fastening hardware.

Item #  Description
DF 1A120109 ....... 8’x100’ Max Strength Fence
DF 1A120110 ....... 8’x165’ Max Strength Fence
DF 1A120197 ....... 5’x100’ Max Strength Fence
Contact Nixalite for prices and freight cost

ULTRAMAX Elk & Deer Fence
Super HD Elk, Deer and Perimeter fence uses a 1”x1-1/2” mesh and the heaviest construction of all the BOUNDARY Fences. For Elk Fence applications, use the 8’ or 13’ high fence. Use where animal traffic and pressure is heavy year round.

For use as a Perimeter Fence, use the 6’ high fence. While not high enough to deter deer or elk, it is ideal for extreme duty perimeter and property fence.

ULTRAMAX Fence Details
ULTRAMAX has 1”x1-1/2” mesh. Use for extreme pressure deer and elk fence or for extreme duty perimeter fence applications. Requires HD posts for support.

Item #  Description
DF 2A110185 ....... 6’x100’ ULTRA-MAX Fence
DF 2A150107 ....... 8’x100’ ULTRA-MAX Fence
DF 2A100067 ....... 13’x328’ ULTRA-MAX Fence
Contact Nixalite for prices and freight cost

Need fence posts or fence hardware to install your BOUNDARY Deer & Perimeter Fence? Contact Nixalite and ask for the Fence Post, Hardware and Accessory brochure or go to our website and download it for free. For questions about the BOUNDARY Fence, contact Nixalite or go to www.nixalite.com